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Situated with her back to us, the woman's slight figure and the softness and sheen of her dress emphasise the stark vastness of the architecture ... records the new, modern metropolis following ...
The ultimate symbol for our times
Modern Moscow: Russia’s Metropolis and the State from Tsarism to Stalinism ... Little was lacking for Warsaw to become for a short but significant moment the center of modern architecture. Early in ...
Races to Modernity: Metropolitan Aspirations in Eastern Europe, 1890–1940
He has practiced architecture and urban design at UrbanLab in Chicago, MOS Architects in New York City, and John McMorrough / studioAPT in Ann Arbor. His work has been written about in Metropolis ...
Designers, Educators Omar Ali and Emmanuel Osorno Join Tulane as Fellows
Once the bourgeois, craft-centred society of the German Kaiserreich collapsed after the First World War production in architecture and the visual ... experiments with film portrayed the modern ...
The architect Mies van der Rohe as a visual artist
But the film’s explicit concern is more general: the subjection of citizens to a mechanized and totalizing modernity. These tensions ... For this reason, sustainability – arguably architecture’s most ...
Chora, Volume Six: Intervals in the Philosophy of Architecture
Travelling on the busy yellow line towards Vishwavidyalaya any day of the week, one is bound to feel the hustle and bustle whenever the doors open at Chandni Chowk station. As seasoned shoppers ...
Chandni Chowk: Beauty Lies in the Hands of the Developer
The inflated spherical mirror was created as a conceptual representation of Earth ... of the Parthenon to the glass exteriors of modern skyscrapers, architecture was primarily static, only ...
Architecture News
It consists of two years of mandatory architecture courses in design, representation, humanities, technology, and professional practice, plus a four-month co-op work term. It concludes at the end of ...
BEDS & M.Arch Courses
But the holiday resort is also almost universally derided as a mass-market metropolis aimed ... The towers were stunningly modern for a country in which architecture had been stuck in a ...
Skyscrapers-on-sea: Benidorm, an oasis of Modernist design
and modern Japan by tracing shifts from one extreme to the other in those periods. It will then examine material and artistic products that have resulted from this clash of cultures. Examples from ...
Asian 31: Culture Clash, Aesthetics and Identity in Modern Japan
Our curriculum is both classic and modern, encompassing 15 disciplines. Through rich course offerings and diverse, active and committed instructors, H&S encourages students to engage with big ...
Humanities and Sciences
Explore the history of art, architecture, craft, design, photography, and aesthetic theory across multiple cultures, eras, and intellectual perspectives. Art historians examine a society’s artistic ...
Art History Minor
Wittet combined elements of the iconic Roman triumphal arch and traditional Gujarati architecture of the ... All main schools of Indian painting find representation in the miniature painting ...
The Definitive Mumbai Guide for Newbies
but the Channel’s modern filmmakers only disrupt this exclusionary, gatekeeping notion further. Turning to Steve McQueen, Kelly Reichardt, Paolo Sorrentino, Wong Kar-wai—heck, even Jackie Chan ...
The 100 Best Movies on The Criterion Channel (July 2021)
Chapters cover the representation of revolution and rebellion, the attack on the 'new philosophy' of radicals such as Godwin and Wollstonecraft, and the way in which hierarchy is defended in these ...
The Anti-Jacobin Novel
In this course, we will explore visions of iconic contemporary filmmakers from global cinema notable for their innovative cinematic representation of modern life ... How is the periphery addressed in ...
Fall 2021 – Graduate Program in Media Studies Electives
At some point during your girls’ weekend, you’ll also want to reserve a spot on the Chicago Architecture Foundation River Cruise, a 90-minute boat tour of the city’s most spectacular buildings.
25 of the Best Girls’ Weekend Getaways Across America
As cultural institutions embedded in the fabric of modern life, each museum serves ... of Marin Architects In this week's reprint from Metropolis, Amanda Schneider, president of ThinkLab, the ...
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